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Abstract
In parallel programming model, MPI seems to have es-

tablished its position, and OpenMP is extensively investi-
gated as the next standard. However, OpenMP is not so ef-
ficient for clusters. Using OpenMP on clusters causes more
performance degradation than using SDSMs directly, be-
cause most of the OpenMP implementations for clusters use
SDSMs in their under layer. This paper presents the per-
formance evaluation of new portable parallel programming
interface MpC, Meta process C. It is a minimal extension
of ANSI C and its API also becomes a universal API for
various SDSMs and pthread. The MpC is based on Meta
Process Model. The Meta Process Model is a parallel pro-
gramming paradigm based on a hierarchical shared mem-
ory model and an explicit description of parallelism. The
model introduces ’shared’ data that can be accessed by all
processes in one Meta Process and distinguishes process-
local and process-shared data explicitly. Using a hierarchi-
cal data scope, the process-local data are practically pro-
hibited to be accessed by other processes. The paper sum-
marizes the model feature, and compares performance and
productivity of MpC with other languages, OpenMP and
UPC. It also proves good portability of MpC programs for
clusters and shared memory machines.

1 Introduction

Clusters have become a more important computing plat-
form not only as cost effective machines but also as super
computers. Several newly developed fast network link tech-
nologies [1][2] will make cluster performance more pow-
erful. In parallel programming model, message passing
model (MsgM) and MPI seem to have established their po-
sition for parallel programming. Currently, shared mem-
ory model(ShmM) and its API, such as OpenMP, are exten-
sively investigated both for shared memory machines and
clusters. The ShmM has an advantage rather than MsgM
in easy extension from existing sequential programs. More-
over, it alleviates the difficulty of reading/writing parallel
programs, because it needs no bothersome message passing

statements in the programs.
OpenMP showed its effectiveness in some shared mem-

ory systems[3][4]. However, a typical ShmM environment,
such as pthread and OpenMP, is not available to or not so
efficient for clusters. Using OpenMP on clusters, which
means using the ShmM on a distributed memory system,
usually causes more performance degradation than using
SDSMs directly[5]. It is caused by the fact that the most
of OpenMP implementations for clusters use a SDSM as
an underlying system. Without special hardware support to
access remote memory, it is difficult to derive comparable
performance on clusters to the SMP machines and NUMA
type shared memory machines.

The OpenMP is originally designed based on fork-join
parallel thread model for shared memory systems not for
distributed memory systems. It places much importance
on easy extension from sequential programs. Its API tends
to hide details of actual parallel executions and data lay-
outs over distributed memory. So it supports no distributed
data mapping facilities to each cluster node and causes im-
plicit and redundant memory consistency synchronizations
to maintain a single shared memory illusion on a distributed
memory system.

To overcome such overhead, some dialects of OpenMP
add extended facilities to specify data mapping[6] [7]. Oth-
ers explore a hybrid model with OpenMP and MPI[8][9].
Though, the more elaborated facilities are incorporated in
the extended OpenMP, the more its simplicity and integrity
of ShmM seems to be deteriorated. It seems that sys-
tem’s implicit processing, such as synchronizations and
data copying between local from/to shared data, and user-
specified explicit ones are complicatedly mixed, and it
makes programmers more confused. Strictly speaking,
these extended ShmM API is not a ShmM API any more.
Although it is ideal that the same ShmM API can be avail-
able on any systems independently from underlying mem-
ory configurations with high performance, it is actually dif-
ficult for clusters unless programmers pay attention whether
data are local or global, private or shared. Currently, there
is a limit to obtain high performance using the pure ShmM
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Figure 1: Meta Process and its component processes

that deals all data in the same way without data layout.
In these backgrounds, Meta Process Model and

its programming interface MpC, Meta Process C, are
proposed[10][11]. The Meta Process Model is based on
a hierarchical shared memory model and employs an ex-
plicit parallelism description paradigm as in SDSM pro-
grams. The motivation to the model is to improve the per-
formance in realistic way with keeping a consistent ShmM
interface, instead of a hybrid API of MsgM and ShmM
like an MPI/OpenMP, even on distributed memory systems.
This paper summarizes the model and adds a new perfor-
mance and productivity analysis of MpC.

2 Meta Process Model

A parallel processing on clusters usually requires the co-
operation of multiple processes on each computing node as
shown in Figure 1. Meta Process is a newly coined term
that represents such a group of cooperative processes to
achieve a single application. The Meta Process model treats
the Meta Process as one execution entity. Each process in
Meta Process is a traditional process, which is identified by
the node’s OS and possesses some resources. Although the
Meta Process is not identified by general OS’s, it is iden-
tified as a user’s single execution entity by some system
software, such as SDSMs. This model is available both for
shared and distributed memory machines like MPI.

2.1 Single Shared Address Space for shared data

This model introduces two hierarchical execution enti-
ties, process and Meta Process, and it also provides two
storage types of data, which are available in the each scope
level. The first type is local data in a process, the second
one is global data shared among the processes in a single
Meta Process. For newly introduced shared data, the same
address used in each process refers to the same shared data.
So users need no message passing statements in their pro-
grams. Runtime data scopes are shown in Figure 2. The
lifetime and the scope for process-local data are controlled
by the description of C programs, in accordance with a dec-
laration of automatic, global or static variables. Other pro-
cesses can’t access process-local data directly. Only shared
data, which newly defined in the model, are accessible from
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Figure 2: Hierarchical data scope in Meta process

any process in a Meta Process.
The reason why the execution entity of the model is

called a process, not a thread, is that the processes in one
Meta Process have separate address spaces for process-
internal data, but they share an additional address space for
process-shared data. Processes do not share resources, such
as files and memory, and threads share all resources. So we
chose a process model instead of thread model even if the
model implementation uses threads for actual execution.

2.2 Relaxed Memory Consistency

This model assumes that shared data are maintained by a
relaxed memory consistency model[12], like a SDSM does.
The premise gives an advantage in performance for dis-
tributed memory machines such as clusters and even for
NUMA, and no harm for shared memory machines.

2.3 Shared Data Layout

This model provides an API for associating shared data
with each process in a Meta Process. Specifying the most
closely related process that accesses the shared data fre-
quently enables to achieve good performance on distributed
memory systems. If such explicit association does not exist
in an application or a user has no knowledge of the appli-
cation nature, the association specifications can be omitted.
In that case, an implementation of this model associates the
shared data to an arbitrary process depending on the im-
plementation system’s policy. The association specifier is a
hint for the underlying implementation, like register used in
C language.

2.4 Explicit parallel description

A programmer describes process interactions explicitly
using shared data accesses and synchronizing operations,
such as a barrier and a lock/unlock. So it enables us to write
a wide variety of parallel programs, not only SPMD and
data parallel applications often found in OpenMP and HPF
programs, but also asymmetric and asynchronous MPMD
applications usually written in MPI. The Meta Process



Model provides us flexible parallelism description of the
MsgM. It also keeps good program readability/writability
of ShmM, because it hides communication details between
computing nodes.

2.5 Good Portability

This model is portable to both distributed memory sys-
tems and shared memory systems. One of the most impor-
tant implementation policies of Meta Process model is keep-
ing good portability instead of designing it for specific OS
and hardware for the highest performance. Its API, MpC, is
designed as a universal API of traditional SDSM APIs and
a subset of pthread API. Typical SDSMs and pthread have
similar APIs, such as lock and unlock. Incorporating these
similar APIs into MpC, it is possible to port MpC programs
from one SDSM to other different SDSM or from a shared
memory system to a SDSM.

3 MpC Language

MpC is a portable parallel programming interface of the
Meta Process model for DSMs and shared memory sys-
tems. It is a parallel extension of ANSI C, but its exetension
is minimally invasive and easy to understand for program-
mers.

3.1 Shared Storage Class Specifier

In the MpC, shared is newly added to the storage class
specifier of ANSI C. The data prefixed with shared must be
declared outside of functions in at least one of the program
files that are linked into a single executable. The scope of
the shared data is the whole Meta Process, and the data are
visible and accessible from all processes in the Meta pro-
cess. The scope hierarchy from external to internal at run-
time is shared, global and local, in order, as shown in Figure
2. If the same variable name is used for different scope level
data, the most internal variable data are effective for that
name. In our implementation of MpC for clusters, shared
data are allocated dynamically when a Meta Process starts
and deallocated when it ends. So the lifetime of shared data
can be considered to be the same as the static data in C.

The MpC treats pointers in the same way of original C,
where a storage type of the content referenced by a pointer
is not cared . It ignores whether the content pointed by the
pointer is shared or local. It only takes account of data
type specifiers. The MpC simplifies pointer expressions,
because ordinary SDSMs have no special mechanisms to
improve their performance using more complicated pointer
expression than this. In contrast, UPC[13], which intro-
duces shared as a type qualifier, supports more complicated
pointer expressions than MpC[11].

shared  typespecifier  name [sn]..[si]..[s0]  mapping specifier
shared  typespecifier  name [sn]..[si]..[s0] :: [dn]..[di]..[d0] <st,  n>

name[sn]..[si]..[s0]   shared array data name  
mapping specifier =>  :: divide Information(1)   owner information(2)

(1) divide information  [dn]..[di]..[d0]  (optional )  
[di]  =>  the number of division for i'th dimension (default: 1, not divide) 

(2) owner information   <st, n>  (optional) 
st  =>  starting process id for mapping  (default: arbitrary process) 
n  =>  the number of processes for cyclic mapping  (default: NPROCS ) 

Figure 3: Shared variable declaration
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Figure 4: Shared data distributed mapping examples

3.2 Distributed Shared Data Mapping

To associate shared data with processes, the MpC sup-
ports data mapping specifiers. For array data, flexible cyclic
data allocations to a sub group of processes are supported.
They include line, band, tile, and cube mapping, etc. The
mapping specifier consists of two parts, divide informa-
tion and owner information. The mapping specifier fol-
lows shared prefixed variable names, accompanied with ::.
Figure 3 shows an informal definition of shared array data
with a mapping specifier. Typical mapping examples for
2d-arrays and 3d-arrays are shown in Figure 4. The MpC
also supports a dynamic shared data allocation as well as a
static declaration. The MpC data mapping interface is more
straightforward and flexible than UPC’s interface.

3.3 MpC Constants

The MpC provides two runtime constants, NPROCS and
MYPID. They are called MpC constants, and they can be
used in distributed data mapping specifiers and other pro-
gram codes as well as ordinary constants. The NPROCS is



the number of processes that consist of a Meta Process in
execution. The MYPID is a unique id number of the each
process in the Meta Process, from 0 to NPROCS-1. The
values of the MpC constants can’t be determined in compile
time, but they are resolved and fixed when a Meta Process
execution starts.

3.4 MpC Standard Library Functions

The MpC has standard MpC library functions, such as
barrier, lock/unlock, condition signal/wait, Meta Process
initialize/finalize and shared data dynamic allocation. These
standard function calls are translated into underlying run-
time system’s library function calls.

4 MpC Compiler

MpC compiler consists of 2 components: an MpC-to-C
translator and a Meta Process runtime module builder.

In the first step, the MpC compiler calls a C preprocessor
to process header files and macros. After that it checks hier-
archical data scope to introduce a shared data type, renames
several variable names according to the C grammar, and
inserts necessary program codes to the original program.
Then it converts all MpC standard function calls into the
runtime system’s library function calls. The runtime sys-
tem, one of SDSMs or pthread, is specified as a compile
parameter.

In the second step, it calls a C compiler to compile the
translated C programs into binary codes for a target ma-
chine. The compiler links it with the runtime system library.
MpC programs are executable on clusters with SDSM li-
brary and on shared memory machines with pthread library.
Our MpC compiler assumes gcc as an underlying C com-
piler, because it is widely available for various machine ar-
chitectures and OS’s. As a result, it makes the MpC com-
piler portable.

5 MpC for clusters

5.1 Implementation for clusters

The MpC implementation for clusters uses a user-level
software distributed shared memory (SDSM) system, such
as TreadMarks[14], JIAJIA[15] and SMS[16]. Though each
SDSM’s API has a little difference in its style and its func-
tion, their basic functions are almost the same. So the most
of the existing SDSM programs can be translated into other
SDSM’s programs with a little modification.

Moreover these user-level software DSMs are very
portable. TreadMarks, JIAJIA and SMS have already
proved that their programs are executable on various OS’s
and architectures. It also makes MpC programs portable.

MpC program execution results on three SDSMs, Tread-
Marks, JIAJIA and SMS, are shown in Figure 5,6,7,8. They

Table 1: Benchmark programs for MpC on SDSM

Progs Parameters Data Size Barrier/proc Lock/proc Benchmark
ep M=28, MK=10 44B 2 1 NPB 

tsp 19cities (19b) 100MB 4 75-122 TreadMarks

lu 2048 x 2048 
double, 32bloks

34MB 135 0 SPLASH 

mm 2048 x 2048 double 96MB 3 0 JIAJIA 

Table 2: Experiment environment

         8-node PC Cluster 

CPU Intel Pentium3-S  1.13GHZ 

Memory 512MB 

Network
Intel PRO/1000T 

3Com SuperStack3 Switch 

OS RedhatLinux7.1.2 kernel 2.4.7.10 

Software version 

gcc version 2.96  -O3 

SMS 0.4.16 

JIAJIA 2.2 

TreadMarks 1.0.3.2 

are speedups of the benchmark programs in Table1 with en-
vironments in Table2. MpC programs can be executed on
three different SDSMs with no modification. The MpC per-
formance depends on the underlying SDSM implementa-
tions, but it suffers from little additional overhead to direct
SDSM program execution.

5.2 The Comparison of MpC and OpenMP

Performance comparison of MpC and OpenMP pro-
grams on clusters was also examined. Omni OpenMP[17]
on SCore5.6.1[18] and MpC on SMS were used for this
measurement. The Omni OpenMP is implemented on
SCASH, a SDSM developed on the SCore. Our sys-
tem is based on user-level software but the SCore re-
quires OS kernel modification. Programs and parameters
for this measurement are shown in Table3. They include
floyed:minimum path search, laplace:Laplace transforma-
tion, mandel:Mandelbrot plot, mm:matrix multiplication
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Figure 5: Speedup of ep on SDSM
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Figure 6: Speedup of lu on SDSM
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Figure 7: Speedup of mm on SDSM

and galaxy:n-body problem. The mandel has 2 versions
with static and dynamic work allocations. The mm has 2
types with straightforward matrix access and blocking ac-
cess for cache efficiency. The horizontal band mapping is
the distributed mapping over NPROC process shown in Fig-
ure4(a). The shared data used in mandel, galaxy and ep are
mapped on one process, process0.

Compile and execution environments are shown in Ta-
ble4. Both MpC and Omni compilers use gcc in their under
layer. In this performance comparison, the MpC compiler
uses the same version of gcc as Omni uses. The clusters
have 8 single-CPU nodes. Omni uses PM for 1-gigabit Eth-
ernet and Myrinet, and MpC uses UDP sockets for 1-gigabit
Ethernet.
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Figure 8: Speedup of tsp on SDSM

Table 3: Benchmark programs for MpC and OpenMP

  parameters shared
data size 

shared
mapping scheme 

floyd 1024 x 1024 double 12MB horizontal band 
laplace 1024 x 1024 double 16MB horizontal band 

mandel 1024 x 1024 char 1MB allocated in proc0 

mm 1024 x 1024 double 24MB horizontal band 
galaxy 1000-body 10steps 

100times 72KB allocated in proc0 

ep S 80B allocated in proc0 

Table 4: Compilation and execution environment

Compile Environment

 MpC OpenMP 
  compiler mpcc omcc 1.6 

OS Red Hat Linux 7.3 
kernel  2.4.18-3 

gcc version 2.96 
optimization -O3 

Execution Environment 
  MpC OpenMP 

CPU Intel PentiumIII   1.13GHz 
No of CPU 1 

memory 512MB 
OS Red Hat Linux 7.2 

kernel  2.4.21-SCORE 
network Giga Giga, Myrinet
protcol socket (UDP) PM 
SDSM SMS SCASH 

Table5 shows execution times of 8 programs. All have
regular program structure with data parallel for loop, which
is suitable for OpenMP’s SPMD model. In the case of giga-
bit Ethernet, MpC performance is better than Omni’s for
most of the programs. In the floyd and the mm, where
shared data size and accesses are large, the MpC’s giga
Ethernet performance is comparable or even better than
the Omni’s Myrinet performance. The results of OpenMP
galaxy are doubtful, they sometimes froze the OS or fin-
ished in too-fast exec times with error messages.

6 MpC for Shared Memory Machines

6.1 Implementation for Shared Memory Ma-
chines

The implementation on shared memory machines uses
pthread for the processes in the Meta Process, and global
data in each process are translated to thread specific data.
Only the shared data are shared among the threads. To make
MpC programs run on shared memory machines, the MpC
compiler translates MpC programs into pthread programs.
As shown in Figure 9, the Meta Process is converted to a



Table 5: MpC and OpenMP performance for clusters

(sec)
Language  MpC OpenMP 
Compiler  mpcc omcc gcc 
Network  giga giga myri seq 

1 66.65 65.21 65.12 66.80 
2 35.01 69.80 46.57 
4 19.42 44.94 25.30 

floyd    
(1024x1024)

128MB
8 11.38 41.62 14.71 
1 3.08 3.10 3.07 3.08 
2 2.03 2.45 2.33 
4 1.16 1.55 1.21 

laplace
(1024x1024)

8 0.71 1.29 0.66 
1 1.37 1.46 1.46 1.37 
2 0.76 0.93 0.86 
4 0.40 0.53 0.50 

mandelbrot 
(1024x1024)

static
8 0.22 0.29 0.26 
1 1.35 1.47 1.47 1.37 
2 0.80 0.87 0.81 
4 0.48 0.51 0.43 

mandelbrot 
(1024x1024)

dynamic 
8 0.25 0.35 0.23 
1 6.78 10.14 10.43 8.15 
2 3.80 5.46 4.87 
4 2.33 3.58 2.68 

mm    
(1024x1024)

blocking
8 1.88 3.10 1.96 
1 11.73 11.77 11.74 11.63 
2 6.39 17.83 11.26 
4 3.77 17.89 6.62 

mm    
(1024x1024)
nonblocking

8 2.73 25.68 4.75 
1 9.00 9.02 9.04 8.73 
2 4.56 (2.99) (2.49)
4 2.33 (2.12) (1.26)

galaxy  
1000-body 

10steps   
100times 8 1.26 (1.26) (0.66)

1 12.84 13.36 13.36 12.93 
2 6.42 7.08 6.73 
4 3.21 4.30 3.43 

ep     
class S 

8 1.61 2.50 1.80 

process and the processes in the Meta Process are converted
to threads in a shared memory machine.

The MpC compiler changes original main routines into
a subroutine for each thread and adds a new main routine,
which creates threads that execute the subroutine, and waits
the termination of all threads. It also translates global vari-
able data in the original MpC programs into thread specific
data and initializes locks and condition variables. Actual
implementation of hierarchical data and execution entities
in the Meta Process Model for shared memory machines
and their counterparts for clusters are shown in Table6.

Thread1 Thread 2 Thread 3Thread0

Shared Memory machine 

  Process    Meta Process 

Figure 9: Meta Process Model for shared memory ma-
chines

Table 6: Implementation for SDSM and pthread

Meta Process Model SDSM  installation 
for Clusters 

Pthread  installation 
for Shared Memory Machines

An Application 
( Meta Process) 

A Group of Processes A Process 

Unit of parallel 
execution entity 

A Process A Thread 

(a) Execution entity in the Meta Process model

Data Type in Meta  
Process Model  

SDSM  installation 
for Clusters 

Pthread  installation 
for Shared Memory Machines 

shared Process shared data 
( using SDSM functions )

Thread shared data 
( Global variables ) 

global Process local data 
( Global variables ) 

Thread local data 
( Local variables ) 

local Block local data 
( Local variables ) 

Block local data 
( Local variables ) 

(b) Hierarchical data in the Meta Process model 

6.2 The Comparison of MpC, UPC and OpenMP

Some MpC benchmark programs, such as ep, mm,
galaxy and mandel are executed on SMP machines as
pthread programs. Table7 shows execution times of the
MpC programs and gnuUPC[19] programs on the SMP ma-
chine (2CPUs Pentium3(1.13GHz) 512MB LINUX). It also
shows MpC program results for a shared memory comput-
ing server (IBM rs6000 4CPUs AIX5.2) and pc cluster (8
nodes Pentium3(1.13GHz) 512MB LINUX) with SMS.

It shows that MpC programs can be ported to other type
of machines with no modification and the performance of
these programs are good for each platform.

The execution time of UPC programs such as galaxy and
mm are extremely slow. Various data mapping specifica-
tions, are tried for the mm UPC program, but their results
are much slower than MpC one. Other programs, ep and
mandel, are comparable performance to the MpC program.

Table8 shows execution times of the MpC and OpenMP
programs on SCore SMP machine (2CPU Pentium3
700MHz 256MB). Their pthread results are almost compa-
rable except galaxy and blocking-mm. In contrast of Table5,
OpenMP bloking-mm is worse than nonblocking-mm. A
block size unmach may be possible reason.

7 MpC Programming Productivity and the Sys-
tem Operability

To compare readability/writability of MpC with other
languages, the numbers of lines of source programs are
measured as one of the indexes for programming productiv-
ity. Table9 shows number of effective lines of the programs
used in the performance evaluation and relative values to
OpenMP programs. Effective line counting excludes com-
mented lines and empty lines. In OpenMP, collective oper-
ations and parallel directives are available, so its program
size is smaller than MpC and UPC. UPC also supports sev-
eral parallel directives in its grammar. In current version



Table 7: MpC and UPC performance for shared memory
machines

     (sec)
  MpC MpC MpC gnuUPC 3.2.3.5 
  pthread pthread SMS GigaEther  
 Num smp 2CPUs rs6000 pc cluster smp 2CPUs 

programs of Pentium3 4CPUs LINUX Pentium3  
 Procs LINUX2.4.20 AIX5.2 2.4.20-6 LINUX2.4.20-6smp 
  -6smp RedHat9  RedHat9 RedHat9 
 1 10.82 10.45 11.19 10.15 

ep  2 5.54 5.23 6.09 5.09 
S class 4  2.65 2.56  

 8   1.28 mapping 1ele 
galaxy 1 9.02 8.81 8.17 64.05/62.96 

1000body 2 4.52 4.42 4.53 32.89/31.5 
10 steps 4  2.24 2.53  
100time 8   1.63 mapping div/0proc 

mandel d 1 1.35 1.03 1.39 1.56/1.47 
1024x1024 2 0.68 0.53 0.87 0.79/0.75 
0.3<x<0.4 4  0.38 0.54  
0.5<y<0.6 8   0.43 mapping 1ele/0proc 

mm512 1 0.77 0.61 0.80 15.2/15.2/35.26/9.21 
512x512 2 0.40 0.31 0.47 8.16/7.69/17.83/4.64 

double array 4  0.17 0.31 mapping 
blocked 8   0.29 vb/hb/1ele/0proc 
mm1024 1 6.18 4.9 6.90 132.63 

1024x1024 2 3.17 2.47 3.47 66.35 
double array 4  1.49 2.04  

blocked 8   1.57 mapping 0proc 

of MpC, parallel and collective operation macros have not
been implemented yet, so its program size is little bigger
than OpenMP and UPC. Though, MpC will be easily ex-
tendable by adding such macros to reduce source program
lines in future.

Figure10 shows another line number comparison with
other languages for NAS Parallel Benchmark(NPB). The
NPB is consists of 8 programs, BT, CG, EP, FT, IS, LU, MG
and SP. Figure10 shows averages of relative line numbers of
each application to the corresponding sequential program of
NPB3.0-SER. The NPB3.0/2.3-SER, NPB3.0-OpenMP and
NPB2.4/2.3-MPI are written in Fortran except IS, which is
written in C. NPB2.3-Omni-C-SER and NPB2.3-Omni-C
are written in C. It shows that MpC and OpenMP source
program are smaller and simpler than MPI programs for the
same application.

Table10 compares MpC and OpenMP language feature.
Their programming styles are different in preferable pro-
cessing type, the way of treatment of shared/local data and
consistency synchronization. Another difference is runtime
system operability. An MpC environment is easy to build
for general users. On the other hand, an OS dependent sys-
tem like Omni SCore always requires a system administra-
tor to install and to maintain every time when the OS or the
machine is version up. Such runtime systems not easy-to-

Table 8: MpC and OpenMP performance for a SMP ma-
chine

        (sec)
 Language  MpC OpenMP C 
  Compiler  mpcc omcc gcc 

floyd 1 81.35 100.68 85.23 
  2 60.80 67.66   

laplace 1 3.70 4.12 3.74 
  2 3.02 2.96   

mandelbrot 1 2.21 2.41 2.20 
static 2 1.25 1.37   

mandelbrot 1 2.21 2.16 2.20 
dynamic 2 1.11 1.09   

mm 1 13.72 13.23 13.54 
blocking 2 6.95 26.24   

mm 1 23.52 23.74 23.48 
nonblocking 2 17.64 17.47   

galaxy 1 15.36 14.99 14.18 
  2 7.71 (4.10) 

ep 1 23.94 27.13 29.11 
  2 12.30 16.72   
SMP machine 2CPU Pentium3 700MHz, 256MB 
            Linux 2.4.21-1SCORE

Table 9: Number of lines in UPC, MpC and OpenMP pro-
grams

Number of Effective Lines Relative Value to OpenMP

Programs MpC UPC OpenMP MpC UPC 
floyd 81  71 1.141  

laplace 83  66 1.258  
mandeld 138 127 106 1.302 1.198 
mandels 112  98 1.143  

mm bloked 104 100 91 1.143 1.099 
mm nonblocked 91 91 82 1.110 1.110 

galaxy 191 200 180 1.061 1.111 
ep 174 172 154 1.130 1.117 

Average    1.161 1.127 

port to the other systems and sometimes require a system
dependent tuning to run normally.

8 Conclusion

This paper summarizes the Meta Process Model and its
portable parallel programming interface MpC, and adds a
new performance and productivity analysis of MpC. The
Meta Process Model and MpC is reasonable in terms of
performance and program line count when compared with
competing models like OpenMP and UPC.
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